
Act 1 - "Lots of Guys…" (Kamil's Route)
This route is… strange. Generally you want to prioritize Love points in order to get the happiest
ending. The tricky part is that you need Lust points in order to get erotic scenes with him, and
he's the hardest LI to get Lust points while still maintaining a good ending. His route contains a
lot of choices where love and lust points are mutually exclusive with each other and picking one
means sacrificing the other. And unlike Brendan, you need both love and lust points in order to
unlock certain erotic scenes. The extra awkward part is that at the time of this writing, I have no
idea how many love and lust points you need to obtain those scenes so I might have to rewrite
sections of this guide later on. Vlad also takes part in this route, though not in Act 1, and it's
recommended you have 2 or more Vlad's Love points before starting Kamil's route. You also
want as few Liam's Hate points if you want a specific scene in Act 3 to have a good outcome,
but that outcomes doesn't affect the ending of Kamil's route, so don't worry too much about if
you don't like Liam. Act 1 is a bit involved, so bear with me as what you do in Act 1 becomes
really important for Acts 2 and 3.

Day 2 - Kamil's Route
Day 2 doesn't mess around. It's a short day and you have five choices to make. Now the first
one doesn't affect anything and the second one only has minor effects, but you can still fuck
yourself royally if you aren't careful. Just keep in mind the choices you made on this day.

1. [...it was mostly the former.]
2. [...it was mostly the latter."]
3. [...it was a little bit of both.]

This choice doesn't affect anything, pick whatever you want.
1. [But even Tucker didn't deserve something like that… right?]
2. [It was just what someone like Tucker deserved… right?] (Gives you the Tucker's Fiend

trait)

This choice is interesting. Neither choice is better or worse than the other but certain dialogue
changes and some choices gives different outcomes which can either increase or decrease
stats. Just pick whichever you want. If you don't know which one to pick, choose the first option,
but you can still pick either option and get through the route just fine regardless of what route
you're doing.

1. [I could spend much more time with Kamil.] (+1 Kamil's Love point)
2. [I could see what happened in the locker room.] (+1 Kamil's Lust point)

This choice is the first where the love and lust points are mutually exclusive. To get Kamil's best
ending, you need a lot of love points. Now if you just want the best ending and don't care about
sex scenes, then pick the first option. However if you do want erotic scenes with Kamil, I'd
suggest you pick the second option. Kamil's route is all about balancing points and so



sometimes you need to sacrifice some points for others. Pick the second option if you want to
see more erotic scenes with Kamil. That being said, you can still get most erotic scenes if you
pick the first option, just be wary of future choices you make.

1. [Not every day I get roped into joining a professional sports team.] (+1 Kamil's Love
point)

2. [Not every day I get roped into a murder investigation.] (-1 Kamil's Love point if Tucker's
Fiend) (Note: The 0.8.0 (and the test build proceeding it), 0.8.1, and 0.9.0 builds give
you a point if you don't have Tucker's Fiend. All builds made after 0.9.0 remove this.)

Pick the first option.
1. [You said it yourself, right?]
2. [We'll figure it out.] (+ 1 L???? point)

So there's a new stat introduced at this point but I can't exactly tell you what the name of the stat
is lest I spoiler the route. I'd be really surprised if you'd figure out what this stat is based on this
single choice, but this stat does affect some things. I can't really say what it affects without
spoiling things, but I will say that the higher this stat is, the easier it will be to get erotic scenes
with Kamil. Yeah, I know that it makes no sense in this context but trust me on this. You'll be
able to decrease this state later on if you don't like the effects it has, so just pick the second
option so you'll have more options later on.

Day 3 - Kamil's Route
Despite the longer length of the day, it's relatively simpler compared to Day 2, but you can still
mess up badly if you're not careful.

1. ["Hey, uh, let's get going."]
2. ["Hey, uh, about the party…"]

This choice affects some lines in the future, though doesn't necessarily add or subtract any
points. Pick whatever feels most appropriate.

1. ["Pretty good, actually."]
2. ["I'll survive."]

This choice doesn't affect anything. Pick whatever.
1. [...a pat on the shoulder.] (+1 Kamil's Love point)
2. [...a smack on the ass.] (-1 Kamil's Love point, +1 Kamil's Lust point)

This choice affects how some scenes play out later on in the story. This choice is one of the
reasons why I said to pick [I could see what happened in the locker room.] in Day 2 if you
wanted the best route while also seeing the route's erotic scenes. The cost of picking the lustful
option in this choice is larger than the cost of picking the lustful option during Day 2's choice.
Pick the first option if you want the happiest route for Kamil's route, and the second option if you
want the most lustful route with Kamil.

1. [Dodge!]



2. [Charge!] (+2 Liam's Hate points)

This is a timed choice, or a quick-time event as some would call it. If time runs out, you'll be
given a different outcome from the two choices which gives 1 Liam's Hate point. As for which
choice to make, read what I have to say about Liam's Hate points in Kamil's route (Gives a
slightly happier outcome to a specific event but otherwise doesn't affect what ending you get;
affects what happens to Liam) and make your choice based on that.

1. [...focused on the task at hand.]
2. [...took a few peeks while scrubbing myself.] (only appears if SFW mode is turned off)

This choice only appears if you picked [...a smack on the ass.] earlier on. Pick the second one if
you want to see more of Kamil's naked sprite. Otherwise, pick whatever.

1. ["Don't let it get to you, okay?"]
2. ["It's alright to be uncomfortable with that kind of stuff."] (+1 L???? point)

Oh boy, it's that mysterious stat that you guys don't know anything about again. In any case,
pick the second option just so that you have more options moving forward.


